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Paring knife definition español

Search can lead to examples with vulgar expressions. Search can lead to examples of colloquial expressions. Papayas are very soft and can be cut with a spoon, but to get a smooth edge, use a slear knife. Papayas are very soft and can be cut with a spoon, but to make the edge flat, use a knife for peeling. Paring knife is an indispensable, versatile tool in
the kitchen and part of the basic selection in any kitchen. Mondador is a versatile tool, essential in the kitchen and is part of the basic selection of any kitchen. Paring knife: Small, versatile and sharp. Mondador: Small, agile and sharp. Score the avocados in the grid with a broccoline. Score the avocados on the grid with a kitchen knife. The skin should easily
peel with fingers or a blessing knife. Pat each leaf dry and with your shaving knife, shave the stems so they are not so thick and hard. Pat each dry leaf and its kitchen knife, shave the stems so they are not as thick and durable. Cut the triangular core from each piece of jackfruit with a cut knife. You can cut the magic with the tin and get the right rectangle
shape. You can cut the dough with a kitchen knife and get rectangular items. Can I protect my father from an armed Islamic group with a blessing knife? Paring knife is an essential tool for a wide range of uses in the kitchen. Peeling, small cuttings and decoration. A kitchen knife is an indispensable and versatile tool in the kitchen. Designed for peeling and
small cutting and decorations. Cut the pulp from the tomatoes and dispose of it with a cutting knife. Cut the tomatic mass with a kitchen knife and discard it. You can use a bread knife or a blessing knife for this. To do this, you can use a bread knife or knife for peeling. If you do not have a vegetable peeler, you can also remove the skin with a small paring
knife with a smooth blade. If you do not have vegetable peeling, you can also remove the shell with a small, smooth-leaf kitchen knife. No results have been found for this meaning. Often said: 1-300, 301-600, 601-900, More often short expressions: 1-400, 401-800, 801-1200, More often long phrases: 1-400, 401-800, 801-1200, More Login (Cambridge
Advanced Learner's Dictionary &amp; Thesaurus © Cambridge University Press) Stanley knife nounSpanishpalette knife nounSpanishkitchen knife nounSpanishcuchillo de cocinacuchillato knife verboSpanishbutter knife nounSpanishcarving knifeSpanishflick knife nounSpanishhunting knife NounSpanish paper knife    [ˈpɛərɪŋˌnaɪf ] nouncuchillo m de
mondar Copyright © harpercollins publishers. All rights reserved. Source Translation Paring Knife Collins English Spanish Collins News Paring Knife Real-time translation while writing world-class quality Document translation just drag and drop Translate Now CLARIFICATION We must explain that this bilingual online dictionary contains all our products. The
bilingual online dictionary program we offer here is a free service from Word Magic Software Inc.  You'll find that this is the most complete online two-part English-Spanish bilingual dictionary that displays not only direct translations, but also synonyms, complete definitions, phrases made, language phrases, proverbs, usage examples, famous quotation marks
and compound markings, and also anything related to your search term. It also offers pronunciation in English and Spanish, hyphenation and grammatical features. It also accepts conjugated verbs and feminine and plural forms in Spanish as valid entries.     The advantage of buying as personal software is that you enjoy a better and easier-to-use interface
with many other functions such as word purpose, bilingual verbal bending, double window synonyms, language phrase search, and a unique collection of 40,000 color images related to non-dreams.  Here are some numbers: 1,300,000 direct entries Identify more than 6 million bending marks More than 300,000 language expressions in both languages
Famous quotes and ingenious phrases - equivalent to 300,000 language expressions in both languages Famous quotes and ingenious phrases - equivalent to 15,000 entries in each language Graphics: 40,000 images of air volumes Speech recognition and pronunciation Search conjugated, even verbal inflections in Spanish enclytic (i.e. do it; eat it , etc.)
Look for languages or women's or plural adjectives in Spanish ENGLISH-SPANISH TRANSLATION PROGRAM We also offer you award-winning English translators We offer you a variety of English Spanish translators, the best of which combines context-sensitive machine translations with interactive, user-controlled translation. Our best version, translator
professional plus 5, includes the following features: images for better meaning, a translation settings module that uses the multi-select wizard to select from all possible translation variations, speech recognition for dictation features, and voice commands to help you say aloud the tasks you need without using a mouse or keyboard. Download a trial version *
English definitions: WordNet 2.0 Copyright 2003 from Princeton University. All rights reserved.* Word Magic database version 9.2* Created dictionary This page was last modified Mon, 19-Aug-2019 11:57:54 CST CST
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